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could not pilot a ’Mech, Wolf’s Clan-like aptitude LI-126-01
tests for the Tharkan Strikers demonstrated other
ways she could serve in a combat force. After a year spent
in retraining for her new role, Hern glided onto the field
as a warrior reborn, as a commander of her very own tank.

Commentary
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Aldis Industries unveiled their modified Regulator
hovertank in 3083 in response to calls for a more resilient
fast-attack tank. The Regulator II is heavier than its
progenitor by only five tons, and suffers only an 11 percent
speed reduction in favor of armor almost three times as thick.
Sporting a lightweight Gauss rifle, this vehicle retains its
ability to deliver a heavy punch at long range, and it quickly
became a favorite strike vehicle for the Capellan Armed Forces
after the Jihad.
CC0561-034A was produced for the Capellan Confederation
in 3095, and fought in several border skirmishes against
opponents of the Federated Suns before it was captured during a
disastrous raid against The Republic. The vehicle made its way
through several commands in The Republic’s Armed Forces until
it wound up on Skye when the HPGs went dark. Carmen Hern, its
current commander, has nicknamed this vehicle “Slugger.”

NAME: CARMEN HERN
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FACTION: Stormhammers
DOB: 11/09/3104
REGIMENT: Tharkan Strikers HAIR: Brown
VEHICLE: Regulator II
EYES: Brown
Hovertank
Carmen Hern still bears the disfiguring scars on the left
side of her face from a cockpit explosion that destroyed
her inner ear and permanently cost her a promising career
as a MechWarrior with the Kell Hounds mercenary command.
Half deaf, and unable to provide the sense of balance
necessary to keep a BattleMech mobile and upright, she
had to watch as her former comrades went off into battle
without her. Eventually leaving the Hounds, Hern followed
Alexia Wolf to Skye in response to Jasek Kelswa-Steiner’s
rallying cry to form the Stormhammers. Though she still

REGULATOR II HOVERTANK
Serial Number: CC0561-034A
Mass: 50 tons
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Movement Type: Hover
Power Plant: LTV 165 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 86 kph
Flank Speed: 130 kph
Armor: Hellespont Lite V
Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Imperator Light
Gauss Rifle

